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BenJarvus Green-Ellis during ond half of Super Bowl XLVI. Green-Ellis wore a chin strap
fitted with accelerometers to measure the force of a tackle and provide a warning when he
might have been hit hard enough to cause a head injury. Photo: Michael Conroy/AP
A tool used to help detect head injuries in youth football is progressively making its way to the
NFL – a helmet chin strap that instantly and obviously makes it clear when a player has taken
blow so severe it may have caused a head injury.
The Impact Indicator from Battle Sports Science uses single-axis accelerometers to determine
the force, duration and direction of every hit a player takes. The force of each blow is
measured using what’s called head injury criterion. Any blow with a better than 50 percent
chance of causing a head injury activates a flashing red LED on the strap.
The chin strap is one of several devices that use such technology to warn players, trainers and
coaches to the possibility of a head injury. But there is precious little evidence to suggest these
gadgets will do much to mitigate the problem.
Battle Sports has spent the better part of three years developing the Impact Indicator, and
Detroit Lions defensive tackle Ndamukong Suh is among the players who wore it last season.
It also was field-tested during practice sessions before the U.S. Army All-American Bowl. But
the device got a boost in exposure when New England Patriots running back BenJarvus
Green-Ellis wore one in the Super Bowl, making countless young players and their parents
aware of the technology.
“When little kids see their star athlete wearing it, they think it’s cool and they want to wear
it,” said company CEO Chris Circo.
Neither Suh nor Green-Ellis would comment when contacted by Wired, but Green-Ellis told
the Boston Globe after the Super Bowl, “I’m really wearing it just to improve the awareness
for parents and things like that. You see all the concussion hits that have been going on in the
NFL, and I just want to bring up the awareness.”
The company is heavily targeting the $150 gadget to youth football players and wants to make
it available to players at every level. The push comes amid mounting concern about the
incidence of head injuries, especially concussions, in all sports.
Such concern is especially great in the NFL, which just last week hit the New Orleans Saints
with crippling penalties after finding the team offered bounties on opposing players. The NFL
faces lawsuits from more than 300 retired players or spouses alleging the league knew about
the risks and effects of concussions but did little to mitigate it.
An enhanced head injury response procedure announced by the NFL in December allows
independent trainers to oversee sideline treatment of players who may have sustained a
concussion. These trainers also will ensure team medical staffs follow league protocol for
evaluating the symptoms of concussions and other head injuries.
Independent of that, the league is evaluating the Impact Indicator’s effectiveness as a tool to
quickly address the possibility a player may have suffered a head injury.
The Impact Indicator uses a computer chip and accelerometers to measure the force,
direction and duration of every hit. It employs what is called the head injury criterion, a
measurement trusted by the auto industry and others to determine the severity of a blow and
the likelihood of it causing an injury. The greater the blow, the larger the number.
The Insurance Institute for Highway Safety pegs 700 as the maximum allowable HIC under
airbag regulations and considers 560 an acceptable figure, according to a June 2009 report. A
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hit of 240 or more causes the Impact Indicator’s LED to flash.
Yet one researcher who tested the Impact Indicator says questions remain about determining
head injury criterion and correlating it to the risk of injury.
“I think there’s still a lot that we don’t know,” says professor Cynthia Bir of The
Bioengineering Center at Wayne State University. “I think we need further research basic
research before we can draw any solid conclusions regarding head injuries.”
Bir and her team studied the Impact Indicator last summer but has not drawn any
conclusions or offered a written report. She was adamant in stating her department has not
endorsed the product. But her concerns allude to another problematic issue with the Impact
Indicator, and devices like it: There has been no published independent research on the chin
strap.
“You cannot introduce technologies associated with providing you information about an
organ as delicate as the brain unless it’s been properly validated,” says Dr. Tony Strickland, a
neurology professor at the David Geffen School of Medicine at UCLA and the CEO-chairman
of the Sports Concussion Institute.
It can be difficult to identify the criteria to define a concussion-inducing hit. A Purdue
University study using accelerometer-fitted helmets found there is no specific g-force that can
indicate a concussion. Researchers following a high school football season last year recorded
blows of less than 100 Gs that caused concussions and forces greater than 200 Gs that did
not.
“We sincerely hope that there will be a device that can determine when an athlete is at risk of
[head] injury,” Eric Nauman, one of the Purdue researchers, told Sports Illustrated. “But
right now it isn’t feasible due to the limited understanding of the biomechanics surrounding
concussions.”
Still, Circo defends the Impact Indicator and says it is not meant to indicate that an athlete
has sustained a concussion, but rather show that he has been hit hard enough to warrant
concern.
“It is not a medical product,” he said. “It is a mechanical product that gives an indication of a
possible head injury. Sideline testing can be put into effect from there.”
The need for such an early warning system is especially acute in high school and youth sports,
where there rarely are trained medical staff who might say, “That kid was hit pretty hard.
Let’s check him out.” And even when teams do have such resources, they’re no closer than the
sidelines and may not have seen how forcefully a player was hit, Circo said.
The Indicator is but one device using accelerometers to determine when a player’s had his
bell rung. Bite Tech, for example, will introduce a “smart” mouthguard called the BTX2
Impact Sensing Mouthguard later this year. The guard, tested last season by football teams at
Stanford and Notre Dame universities and the University of Washington, uses three-axis high
G linear accelerometers and three-axis high-angular rate gyroscopes to measure linear and
rotational forces. Software accumulates the data, which is transmitted wirelessly to the
sidelines, where trainers and doctors can assess what’s happened on the field.
Even a high school student is getting in on the action. Braeden Benedict, a 15-year-old
student from suburban Los Angeles, developed a thin, liquid-filled patch that is affixed to a
helmet. Red dye within the patch is released whenever a player receives a hit so severe as to
warrant being checked out by a doctor.
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Benedict’s idea, which won a $25,000 science contest last fall, was praised by Dr. Kevin
Guskiewicz, a member of the NFL’s Head, Neck and Spine Medical Committee who oversees
equipment-related issues and a professor in the Department of Exercise and Sport Science at
the University of North Carolina. He called for further development of the patch but is more
skeptical of the Impact Indicator.
“There are no published data to suggest that impacts registered by the chinstrap are
representative of the accelerations experienced by the head and brain, which is of greatest
interest in the study of concussions,” Guskiewicz told Wired through an email provided by the
NFL. “Until sound research studies can illustrate this, these devices are not recommended for
concussion prevention or concussion identification by our HNS subcommittee on safety
equipment.”
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